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We analyze LHC processes involving interactions of two electroweak bosons and two Higgs
bosons, VVHH, where V is a W or Z boson, in terms of their sensitivity to Standard Model
Effective Field Theory (SMEFT) effects.
We examine the current experimental results of the CMS collaboration in the context of an 8-
dimensional SMEFT. We show that the constraints arising from producing vector-boson-fusion
Higgs pairs on the operators that modify the quartic gauge-Higgs interactions are already com-
parable to or more stringent than those published in the analysis of the vector-boson scattering
processes using CMS. We study changes to such constraints when introducing perturbative uni-
tarity bounds and investigate the potential for new experimental final states, such as associated
production of ZHH. Finally, we show the prospects for the high-luminosity phase of the LHC.
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1. Introduction

Processes involving the scattering of multiple electro-weak (EW) as well as Higgs (H) at the
Large Hadron Collider (LHC) can be regarded as powerful probes of beyond-the-Standard-Model
(BSM) physics. In the Standard Model, electroweak symmetry breaking fixes the intensity of the
VVH and VVHH interactions. Experimental measurement of possible deviations from the SM
predictions in processes which feature such triple and quartic Higgs-gauge couplings (TCs and
QCs) can then unravel deviations from the SM couplings in the EW gauge sector.

BSM scenarios can be described in a model-independent way by using an effective-field-
theory (EFT) framework, in which indirect New Physics effects are parametrised by including in the
Lagrangian higher-dimension operators. In the Standard Model EFT (SMEFT), operators affecting
both TCs and QCs start at dimension 6 but, by only including dimension-6 effects, VVH and VVHH
vertex factors remain completely correlated. Modifications of QCs with no TC contamination only
arise in specific operators of dimension 8 or higher, which are called genuine anomalous quartic
operators [1, 2].

We concentrate on the analysis of genuine SMEFT anomalous quartic operators, and set new
constraints on their effects by means of VVHH interaction processes. The processes we consider
are Higgs-pair production, both in vector-boson fusion mode (VBF-HH) and in association with a
Z boson (ZHH). We also consider massive vector-boson-scattering (VBS) as benchmark processes
for dimension-8 coefficient constraints.

We choose the subset of possible dimension-8 operators which modify VVHH vertex strengths [1,
2]. Among these operators, scalar (S) and mixed operators (M) can induce modifications of the
VVHH vertex. Further details on the analysis can be found in [3].

2. Simulation setup and observables

The MadGraph5_aMC@NLO [4, 5] event generator at leading order (LO) in QCD, is used
to simulate the aforementioned processes in proton-proton collisions at

√
𝑠 = 13 TeV. Table 1 lists

the exact MadGraph5_aMC@NLO syntax and specific parameters used to generate the processes
mentioned above.

EFT effects are simulated by loading suitable UFO models into MadGraph5_aMC@NLO
for the entirety of the LO generation we used [9], a simulation of the loop-induced ggZZH process
was also attempted and a dedicated UFO model at QCD NLO was built. Our simulations include
sample sets with a Wilson coefficient 𝑓𝑋 varied as 𝑓𝑋/Λ4 = 0 up to ±20 TeV−4 (𝑋 = S0-2, M0-7).
In the VBF-HH studies at the LHC, the BSM effects are described in a different parameterization
that is equivalent to inserting an effective VVHH vertex modifier ^2V, where the SM corresponds
to ^2V = 1 [10] : sets of samples with an effective vertex factor ^2V = 0 up to ±10 are therefore also
simulated.

In order to obtain a simplified estimate of the EFT sensitivity for different final states, we use
the cross section as a physical observable (or equivalently the expected number of events observed
at a given integrated luminosity) in the interval 𝑚min ≤ 𝑚 ≤ 𝑚max, where 𝑚 is the invariant mass
of the dibosonic or tribosonic states produced in the various channels; we denote this cross section
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Process MadGraph5_aMC@NLO QCD Max. CMS 𝜎[1.1, 13 TeV]
number syntax order jet flav. result SM (fb)

1 p p > w+ w+ j j QCD=0 LO 4 [6, 7] 4.514(9)
p p > w- w- j j QCD=0

2 p p > w+ z j j QCD=0 LO 4 [6, 7] 8.55(2)
p p > w- z j j QCD=0

3 p p > w+ w- j j QCD=0 LO 4 [7] 9.97(2)
4 p p > h h j j QCD=0 LO 5 [8] 0.0329(7)
5 p p > z h h QED=3 LO 5 - 0.01295(5)

Table 1: LHC processes of interest studied in the present work. The number of active flavours considered
in protons and jets is also listed. 𝜎[𝑚min, 𝑚max] is the cross section in the interval 𝑚min ≤ 𝑚 ≤ 𝑚max, with
𝑚 being the invariant mass of the produced di- or tri-boson final state. Each cross-section value reports in
brackets the integration uncertainty on the last digit. For VBS and VBF processes cuts on final-state jets are
applied as: 𝑚jj > 500 GeV, |Δ[jj | > 2.5.

as 𝜎[𝑚min, 𝑚max], or simply as 𝜎. An example of distribution of 𝑚 in the presence or absence of
EFT effects is presented in Figure ?? (on the left).

The unitarity limits for all operators are calculated as functions of 𝑓𝑋/Λ4 using Ref. [2]. In
all analyses presented below, 𝑚min is set to a default value of 1.1 TeV.The choice is a compromise
between the definition of a high-mass region enriched with EFT contributions, where SM back-
grounds are negligible, and having a value 𝑚min below the unitarity limit for the entire range of
Wilson coefficients considered in analyses. The values of 𝜎 using 𝑚min = 1.1 TeV and 𝑚max =

√
𝑠

(i.e. no upper limit) are shown in the figure rightmost column of the table 1.

3. Analysis of VBS processes

As a first step we show that constraints based solely on 𝜎[𝑚min, 𝑚max] are a reliable proxy
of the actual EFT sensitivity, using experimentally known VBS processes. Initially we consider
𝑚max =

√
𝑠, i.e. no unitarity constraint.

𝜎 values are calculated for each simulated process and sample. The corresponding cross
sections for a given experimental final state is obtained by multiplying 𝜎 by the branching fractions
(𝐵𝐹) of the gauge and Higgs bosons involved. For the ZHH process, the mode H→ bb, Z → ℓ+ℓ−

is chosen.
The cross sections for each channel are calculated as functions of 𝑓𝑋/Λ4, and quadratic fits are

performed on the obtained results. An experimental CMS analysis is selected and the published 95%
CL exclusion limit is considered on a randomly chosen operator coefficient. The exclusion limit is
imposed on the parabola corresponding to the chosen operator, obtaining a CL exclusion limit of
95% on 𝜎, from which the exclusion limits on the corresponding coefficients are in turn determined.
The limits obtained with this procedure are systematically compared with those published by the
CMS. We observe that validation is everywhere success except for operators S0-2 in CMS WV
semileptonic analysis, where validation results are slightly more pessimistic than published values.
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To consider the limits of unitarity in the limits, we adopt a “clipping” method, following a
similar approach to the one in Refs. [11–13]. In our approach, we evaluate 𝜎[𝑚min, 𝑚max] for
different values of 𝑚max, varying between 𝑚min +100 GeV and the maximum kinematically allowed
mass. In an experimental analysis, this approach would be equivalent to not considering data or
simulated events greater than𝑚max in the measurement. For each of these values of 𝜎, the procedure
used for validation is followed to obtain the 𝑚max dependent bounds on the operator coefficients.
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Figure 1: 𝑓M4 operator: Invariant mass distributions for the VBS WZ process (left) and estimated limits
for the VBS W±V semileptonic process, as a function of the upper invariant mass cut-off 𝑚max (right).
Superimposed are the unitarity bounds (red lines). The intersection of the experimental and the unitarity-
bound curves represents the best limits which can unambiguously be interpreted in an EFT expansion without
violating unitarity.

Fig. 1 (right) shows examples of 𝑚max-dependent bounds for specific processes and operators.
For large 𝑚max the experimental limits without unitarity are recovered, while the limits become
less stringent for values smaller than 𝑚max due to the reduced statistics of the data and the weaker
dependence of 𝜎 on the operator coefficient in narrower ranges. Unitarity bounds derived from [2]
are also shown. The intersection of the experimental and unitarity curves represents the maximum
invariant mass and the corresponding limit on 𝑓𝑋/Λ4 that can be interpreted unambiguously in an
EFT expansion without violating unitarity.

4. Analysis of the VBF-HH process

As mentioned above, the experimental results for VBF-HH are expressed in terms of an
effective vertex factor VVHH, ^2V, instead of as limits on EFT Wilson coefficients. We use a
similar procedure to the one used for VBS validation, using the published CL exclusion limit of
95%, impose an exclusion limit on 𝜎 from the corresponding parabola using simulation, and finally
determining the exclusion limits on the Wilson coefficients.

In Table 2 we present the relevant upper limits without regularization of unitarity, compared to
the best bounds found using VBS analysis in Section 3. Despite the much smaller cross-sections,
we already find that, with available LHC data, estimated VBF-HH limits supersede those obtained
with VBS for 𝑓M0, 𝑓M2 and 𝑓M3 and are mostly comparable for all other M-type operators.

A similar procedure is followed to obtain limits that take into account unitarity. In Table 2
we also present the relevant upper bounds with regularization of unitarity, with respect to the best
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VBS W±V semileptonic VBF HH→ bbbb
Coeff. no unitarity w/ unitarity no unitarity w/ unitarity
𝑓M0/Λ4 [-1.0,1.0] [-3.3,3.5] [-0.95,0.95] [-3.3,3.3]
𝑓M1/Λ4 [-3.1,3.1] [-7.4,7.6] [-3.8,3.8] [-13,14]
𝑓M2/Λ4 [-1.5,1.5] [-9.1,9.0] [-1.3,1.3] [-7.6,7.3]
𝑓M3/Λ4 [-5.5,5.5] [-32,30] [-5.2,5.3] [-29,30]
𝑓M4/Λ4 [-3.1,3.1] [-8.6,8.7] [-4.0,4.0] [-14,14]
𝑓M5/Λ4 [-4.5,4.5] [-10,10] [-7.1,7.1] [-26,26]
𝑓M7/Λ4 [-5.1,5.1] [-11,11] [-7.6,7.6] [-27,27]
𝑓S0/Λ4 [-4.2,4.2] [-8.5,9.5] [-30,29] /
𝑓S1/Λ4 [-5.2,5.2] / [-11,10] /
𝑓S2/Λ4 - [-21,25] [-17,16] /

Table 2: Comparison between VBF-HH constraints and those obtained from semileptonic VBS with or
without unitarity constraints, with limits extracted from current CMS Run2 analyses. All entries represent
95% CL lower and upper limits in units of TeV−4. Bars represent processes for which there is no sensitivity
to the corresponding operator, or cases where the theoretical unitarity bound is more stringent than the
experimental one for all 𝑚max cut-off values.

limits found using VBS analysis in Section 3. The result for 𝑓M3 is shown in Figure 2 (black and
red lines). The conclusions of the previous paragraph remain valid.

5. New experimental final states

The ZHH process, not yet studied in dedicated experimental analyses, is considered. The
purpose is to investigate the potential sensitivity by performing an exploratory feasibility study.

For the ZZH process, we consider the LHC Run2 luminosity and we estimate the number of
detectable events as 𝑁 = 𝜎 · L · Y · 𝐴, where 𝐴 denotes the experimental acceptance for the Z
and H decay products and Y is the corresponding total detection efficiency. We compute values of
𝜎 for the signal as in Section 2, by assuming the Higgs boson decaying into a bb̄ pair, and the Z
bosons decaying into leptons (electrons and muons). We generate the pp → Zbb̄bb̄ SM process,
which represents the dominant background in this final state, and cuts on the invariant mass of the
b quark-antiquark pairs are applied to have them close to the nominal H mass.

From the derived estimates of the signal and background yields, we compute 95% CL upper
limits on the cross section of the ZHH process using the Feldman-Cousins approach [14], and then
we use this result to evaluate the limits on EFT operators with a procedure analogous to those
presented in the previous sections, taking into account unitarity regularisation. No valid limits are
found in presence of unitarity with Run2 luminosity.

6. Perspectives for HL-LHC

In the absence of unitary regularization and assuming Poissonian scaling in statistically dom-
inated high-mass regions, the 95% CL exclusion bounds on 𝜎 are predicted to improve as L−1/2 ,
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VBS W±V semileptonic VBF HH→ bbbb
Coeff. no unitarity w/ unitarity no unitarity w/ unitarity
𝑓M0/Λ4 [-0.47,0.47] [-0.96,1.02] [-0.43,0.43] [-0.90,0.87]
𝑓M1/Λ4 [-1.5,1.5] [-2.3,2.4] [-1.7,1.7] [-3.5,3.5]
𝑓M2/Λ4 [-0.69,0.68] [-2.1,2.1] [-0.62,0.61] [-1.7,1.7]
𝑓M3/Λ4 [-2.5,2.4] [-6.8,6.3] [-2.4,2.4] [-6.5,6.6]
𝑓M4/Λ4 [-1.4,1.4] [-2.4,2.5] [-1.8,1.8] [-3.9,4.0]
𝑓M5/Λ4 [-2.0,2.0] [-3.0,3.1] [-3.2,3.2] [-6.9,7.0]
𝑓M7/Λ4 [-2.4,2.4] [-3.5,3.5] [-3.5,3.5] [-7.1,7.1]
𝑓S0/Λ4 [-1.8,2.0] [-2.6,3.3] [-14,13] /
𝑓S1/Λ4 [-2.4,2.4] [-5.8,6.1] [-5.1,4.5] /
𝑓S2/Λ4 [-2.3,2.4] [-4.8,5.2] [-8.1,7.1] /

Table 3: Comparison of VBF-HH constraints with those obtained from VBS when applying or not unitarity
constraints, in a projection with full HL-LHC luminosity. All entries represent 95% CL lower and upper
limits in units of TeV−4. Bars represent processes for which there is no sensitivity to the corresponding
operator, or cases where the theoretical unitarity bound is more stringent than the experimental one for all
𝑚max cut-off values.

with L being the integrated luminosity. From the dependence of the cross section on the Wilson
coefficients is quadratic, the related 𝑓𝑋/Λ4 limits scale as L−1/4, producing a very slight improve-
ment of a factor of about 2.2, when moving from 140 fb−1 of the LHC Run2 to the 3000 fb−1

expected from the HL-LHC.
In contrast, bounds in presence of unitarity gain significantly from an increase in the data set,

since the value 𝑚max for which the result remains interpretable by the EFT shifts correspondingly
to larger values, allowing more data to be included in the sensitivity estimate. This effect would
lead to improvements on the limits by factors up to 4-5, as shown for 𝑓M3 in Figure 2.
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Figure 2: Estimated limits on the 𝑓M3 Wilson coefficient in VBF-HH as a function of the upper invariant
mass cut-off 𝑚max. Black lines represent the current Run2 scenario (140 fb−1) while blue lines represent the
HL-LHC scenario (3000 fb−1). Superimposed are the unitarity bounds derived from [2] (red line). While all
individual results scale roughly as L−1/4, the improvement on the EFT-interpretable limit is a factor of 4.6.
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